
Robert Smith 
Bus Cleaner

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Very dedicated and hard worker looking for a job with benefits and I'm 
interested in applying for a job with your organization. Reliable hardworking
and a team player worked as a custodian, washed dishes, cleaned buses for
Metro Transit.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Bus Cleaner
ABC Corporation -   September 2010 – February 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Cleaned inside of the buses.
 Took glass cleaner and paper towels to clean the windows and mirror in 

the bathroom.
 Swept the floor and mopped it.
 Had to do things in order but be quick on the job so we could get all the 

buses that had to be cleaned done.
 Used house cleaning skills to get the job done.
 Used a time-saving method so we could get them done and back out on

the lot for the next day.
 Cleaned stairwells, sidewalks, walls and windows.

Bus Cleaner
Delta Corporation -   2007 – 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Washing and cleaning metro buses for servicing.
 Retrieved buses from parked locations and position them for cleaning 

and other required services.
 Performed routine interior and exterior cleaning activities which 

included cleaning, sweeping and detailing of the bus interiors and 
washed exteriors .

 Checked and refilled oil, fluids, and fuel and recorded fuel usage, signed
out and secured fare box key, pulled and secured fare boxes according 
to .

 Read and recorded hub meters.
 Cleaned the bus after they did there route which included washing 

windows, vacuuming, wiping seats down along with the other 
compartments.

 Did quite a few buses a night.

Education

High School Or Equivalent In General
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CONTACT DETAILS
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SKILLS

Production, Final Finish, 
Entry Level, Food Prep/ 
Catering, 
Detail/Cleaning, 
Embroidery Machine 
Operator.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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